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Heritage Auctions: Chanel Sapphire
and Diamond Earrings; Diamond
and Emerald Bracelet
www.HA.com
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DALLAS, TX – Bidders on the hunt for big
diamonds and the world’s most exclusive luxury
handbags spent more than $4.5 million in Heritage
Auctions’ autumn, two-day offering of Contemporary
Designer Jewels and Luxury Accessories held Sept.
28 and 29. The Sept. 28 Designer Jewels Auction
offered examples by the most notable brand name
jewelry makers in history, including a
timeless pair of sapphire, diamond,
white gold earrings by Chanel which
sold for $40,000.
“Our autumn sales always
attract
collectors
seeking
new and interesting fashion
statements for the season,” said
Jill Burgum, senior director of
fine jewelry at Heritage Auctions.
“Bidders responded to elegant
colorful designs this season and
we noticed an intense interest
in bracelets of high design.” A
distinctive
diamond,
emerald,
enamel, platinum and gold bracelet
in the form of a tiger sold for $32,500
against an $8,000 estimate.

Rock Island
Auction Company:
Roy Rogers’ Holster Gun
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ROCK ISLAND, IL – RIAC’s Sept. 11-13 Premiere Firearms
Auction offered aggressive bidding, world records and a
few surprises as five world-class collections came on the
block. The three-day event drew a realized total of over
$13.6 million. On day one of the auction, a historic Cole
Agee engraved and gold plated Colt Single Action, Armydocumented as being Roy Rogers’ holster gun came up for
bid (illustrated). Love for the “King of the Cowboys” still
runs strong as the fancy little revolver more than doubled
its high estimate by selling for $57,500.

Michaan’s Auctions: Three Underglaze Blue Vessels
www.michaans.com
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ALAMEDA, CA – The star of the Sept. 12 Fine
Art, Decorate Arts, Asian Art and Jewelry Auction
sold for over 25 times the projected high value.
A grouping of three underglaze blue vessels
consisting of a decorative globular jar and
a pair of cups depicting the Eight Daoist
Immortals proved to be irresistible to patrons
both domestic and international, with bidding
ending at a final price of $12,980 against
an estimate of $300-500. An Asian buyer
based in Chaoyang placed the winning bid,
being one of many
voices to express the
continued desirability
of classic Chinese
blue and white
porcelains in the
marketplace.
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Morphy Auctions: 1929 Duesenberg
J Convertible Coupe
www.morphyauctions.com

DENVER, PA – A 1929 Convertible Coupe was the belle
of the ball at Morphy Auctions’ 46-lot Premier Automobile
Auction Oct. 11, selling for $2.53 million. In unrestored,
all-original condition, the Art Deco motoring classic
had been driven a mere 33,000 miles over the past 86
years. All four of its previous owners were women, the
first being Carolyn May Hoopes, a member of a wealthy
steel-producing family, who ordered the custom-built car
through an Auburn dealership in Beaver Falls, Penn. The
new owner is a private collector from Florida who bid by
phone as the auction was taking place.
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